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SPECIFICATION:
LEAF
for
Mobile

For
public
distribution
-
open
for
comments
until
September
31,
2019

Please email comments and questions to info@leafip.co.

Version: 0.4
Author: Taylor Schmidt

Version
History

Version:
0.1

March 27th, 2019. Initial pre-release revision for comments.

Version:
0.2

April 17th, 2019. Ammend algorithms and structures in Appendix A and
B.

Version:
0.3

May 14th, 2019. Added reader keyset information and additional key slot.

The following document describes an authentication architecture used to securely transmit
an access control credential between a device and reader. The methods described herein do
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not specify a communication medium or a physical requirement for devices, as the
operations can be accomplished through many channels.

Terms

Term Meaning

PKI Public Key Infrastructure.

BLE Bluetooth Low Energy.

AES128 Advanced Encryption Standard using 128 Bit Keys.

CBC Cipher Block Chaining

Key
Diversification

The one-way process of deriving a key from a master (base) key using
some unique input.

UID Unique Identifier.

Access
Control
System

Third party system typically composed of physical access controllers
and their associated software. The Access Control System maintains
the database of credential holders and makes decisions to allow/deny
access to physical locations.

Table
1:
Terms.

Purpose

This architecture is designed to improve the transaction speed between a Device and Reader
when using a mobile credential. This is accomplished by leveraging symmetric encryption
along with a trusted server/authority for key management. This rids the system of the need to
use computationally heavy PKI operations which can burden resource constrained
embedded devices.

Entities

The following entities will be referred to throughout this document.
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Entity DescriptionEntity Description

Authority
An application/server running in a secure environment, which is responsible
for the generation, storage, assignment, and management of symmetric
keysets.

Device A device running a mobile credential application.

Reader
Access control reader which accepts mobile credential and transmits it to
access control system.

Table
2:
Entities.

System
Components

The following components are used in the authentication process.

Component Type Description

Km (Master
Key)

AES128
Key

Communication master key. Generated/stored by the
Authority and loaded into the Reader during
installation/setup.

Kmd
(Diversified
Master Key)

Diversified
AES128
Key

Device communication key. The Authority generates Kmd
by diversifying Km using dUID (see Appendix A for
diversification algorithm). Kmd is then sent to the
respective Device to be used to encrypt communication.

Kc
(Credential
Key)

AES128
Key

Credential master key. This key is used as a base key for
securing a CP. Generated/stored by the Authority and
loaded into the Reader during installation/setup.

Kcd
(Diversified
Credential
Key)

Diversified
AES128
Key

CP encryption key. The Authority generates Kcd by
diversifying Kc using dUID (see Appendix A for
diversification algorithm). The key is then used to encrypt
the CP for a specific Device.

dUID
(Device UID)

8 Byte
UID

Unique identifier generated by either the Authority or
Device which uniquely identifies a Device/credential
holder. The dUID can be transmitted freely and known by
all entities.
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Component Type Description

rUID
(Reader
UID)

8 Byte
UID

Unique identifier assigned to Reader at manufacture time.
This ID is statically linked to the Reader hardware and
cannot be changed. The rUID can be transmitted freely
and known by all entities.

CP
(Credential
Payload)

48 Byte
Certificate
+
Contents

Payload stored on Device containing identification
information as well as the access control bitstream for the
Device. This payload is generated by the Authority and
encrypted at rest using Kcd. The Device never has access
to the contents of the CP. Please refer to Appendix B for
the structure of the CP.

ID (Access
Control ID)

Variable
Length
Bitstream

Formatted access control bitstream. This is the data which
sent to the access control panel by the Reader upon
successful authentication. Contains a facility code, badge
ID, etc.

Tc
(Transaction
Certificate)

64 Byte
Certificate

Transaction certificate generated by Reader after
successful authentication/transaction and sent back to the
Device. This certificate is encrypted with Kcd and can only
be decrypted/verified by the Authority. Please refer to
Appendix B for the structure of Tc

RNDa
(Random A)

16 Byte
Number

Random number generated by the Reader during the
authentication process.

RNDb
(Random B)

16 Byte
Number

Random number generated by the Device during the
authentication process.

Table
3:
Components.

Procedure

The following describes the process by which the Authority, Devices, and Readers will
interact to successfully authenticate and transmit access control IDs via mobile credentials.
The Procedure is broken down into the following 4 phases:

Setup
Authority generates keysets and provisions them to Readers.
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Authority generates Device credentials and provisions them.
This phase is performed once during install and everytime keys are changed.

Mutual
Authentication
Reader authenticates Device.
Device authenticates Reader and provides credential.

Credential
Authentication
and
Transmission
Reader authenticates provided credential with Device and Authority.
Reader transmits the ID contained within the credential to the Access Control
System.

Authentication
Transaction
Record
Reader creates transaction certificate and sends it to the Device.
Device sends the transaction certificate to the Authority.

Notes:

All encryption between Readers and Devices is performed using AES128-CBC.
Kx(A + B) denotes that the components A and B are concatenated and then encrypted
into one cipher using key Kx.
An Initialization vector of  0x00000000000000000000000000000000  is used for all
encryption operations.

Phase
1:
Setup

In order for authentication to take place between Readers and Devices, all Readers must be
"initialized" by the Authority. This involves loading the Readers with their respective keysets
as defined by the Authority. Keyset provisionment and management schemes should be
defined by the application infrastructure, i.e. a common keyset can be distributed to all
Readers or each can pontentially contain its own set.

Phase
1
should
occur
after
physical
Reader
installation
and
before
any
credentials
can
be
used.
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Reader Device Authority

Sends rUID to Authority for
identification. Receives and
stores Km and Kc for one or
both keyset slots.

Generates Km, Kc for one or both
keyset slots and provides them to
Reader.

Receives
dUID,
Kmd, and
CP from
Authority.

Generates dUID, Kmd, and Kcd.
Constructs CP for Device and
encrypts it with Kcd. Provides Kmd,
dUID, and CP to Device.

Table
4:
Phase
1.

Phase
2:
Mutual
Authentication
(Reader
and
Device)

Before the CP can be transmitted from the Device to the Reader, both entities must
authenticate one another. This takes place through the transfer and manipulation of randomly
generated tokens by both devices. The procedure described below takes place after the
Device has successfully opened a connection with the Reader.

Phase
2
occurs
anytime
a
Device
wishes
to
send
its
credential
to
a
Reader
to
gain
access.

Note: Refer to Appendix A for derivation algorithm of RNDa' and RNDb'. Note: Refer to
Appendix C for information on Reader keysets used in authentication.
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Reader Device

rUID transmitted to Device before connection
to identify Reader.

Generates RNDb

sends Kmd(RNDb+dUID)+dUID to
Reader.

Derives Kmd using Km and dUID for one or
both keysets.

Decrypts Kmd(RNDb+dUID), for one or both
keysets. 
Checks keyset validity. 
Derives RNDb'. Generates RNDa.

Sends Kmd(RNDb' + RNDa) to Device.

Decrypts Kmd(RNDb' + RNDa) and
derives RNDa'

Verifies RNDb'. Reader
is
authenticated.

Sends Kmd(CP + RNDa') to Reader.

Decrypts Kmd(CP + RNDa')

Verifies RNDa'. Device
is
authenticated

Keeps CP and dUID for next phase.

Table
5:
Phase
2.
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Phase
3:
Credential
Authentication
and
Transmission

Before the ID can be transmitted to the access control system, the CP must first be
authenticated. This ensures that the CP was created by the correct Authority for this specific
device. Once the CP is authenticated, the Reader will transmit only the ID.

Phase
3
always
occurs
immediately
after
Phase
2
has
completed
successfully.
Phase
3
will
not
occur
if
the
mutual
authentication
fails
between
the
Reader
and
Device.

 

Reader

Derives Kcd using Kc and dUID.

Decrypts CP contents using Kcd

Verifies contents of CP are valid and match dUID. Credential
is
authenticated

Extracts ID from CP contents.

Transmits ID to Access Control System.

Table
6:
Phase
3.

Phase
4:
Authentication
Transaction
Record

After a successful transaction has taken place, the Reader will create a Tc in order to provide
proof that the transaction took place. The Tc can be sent to the Authority at a later time and
used in auditing/verification procedures.

Phase
4
always
occurs
immediately
after
Phase
3.
The
completion
of
Phase
4
is
dependent
on
the
Device
connecting
to
the
Authority
and
sending
the
cached
Transaction
Certificate.
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Reader Device Authority

Creates Tc using rUID and
CP, Encrypting it with Kcd.

Sends Tc to Device.

Caches the Tc until
connected with
Authority.

Sends Tc to Authority.

Decrypts Tc using Kcd and
extracts contents.

Verifies transaction
authenticity using Tc
contents.

Table
7:
Phase
4.

Appendix
A:
Algorithms

Key
Diversification

Inputs
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UID (8 Bytes).
Kb (AES128 Base Key).
IV  0x00000000000000000000000000000000 .

1. Generate Subkeys:
i. Encrypt 16 byte block of 0's with Kb and IV.
ii. Resulting cipher is K0.
iii. Shift K0 left by 1 bit.
iv. If the most
significant
bit of the resulting shift is 1, XOR the least
significant
byte of

the result with  0x87 .
v. The result of iii and iv is K1.
vi. Shift K1 left by 1 bit.
vii. If the most
significant
bit of the resulting shift is 1, XOR the least
significant
byte of

the result with  0x87 .
viii. The result of vi and vii is K2.

2. Assemble Diversification Input:
i. Assemble the following components into a 32 byte block.  [0x01][UID]
[0x80000000000000][K2] .

ii. The assembled block is DIV.
3. Generate Diversified Key:

i. Encrypt DIV with Kb and IV.
ii. Take the last 16 bytes of the resulting cipher.
iii. The result from ii is Kd.

Outputs
Kd (AES128 Diversified Key).

Random
Token
Manipulation
(RNDa',
RNDb')

Inputs
RND (16 Byte Random Token).

1. Rotate RND left by one
byte.
2. The resulting buffer is RND'.

Outputs
RND' (16 Byte Manipulated Random Token).

Appendix
B:
Component
Structure
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Credential
Payload

Credential Payload data structure used to send data to the reader. The entire contents of the
CP is encrypted using Kcd including all fields.

The Credential Payload is an authenticated packet which can contain any contents which
needs to be securely transmitted from the Authority to the reader. There are a set of
predefined contents which include the following base functionality:

Access ID.
Keyset changing or "rolling".
Device configuration.
Passthrough data meant to be interpreted by the panel/controller.

TAG LENGTH ID dUID TOKEN VALUE

1 byte 2 bytes (big endian) 2 bytes 8 bytes 32 bytes 0 - 330 bytes

TAG

Credential Payload tag of  0xCC .

LENGTH

Payload length in big endian.
includes ID, dUID, TOKEN, VALUE.

ID

Contents identification. This tells the reader what type of data is contained in the VALUE
field.

ID Description

 0x0000  Keyset

 0x0001  Access Control ID

 0x0002  Configuration File

 0x0003  Passthrough Data

dUID

The device UID this credential was created for.
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TOKEN

Server defined token for the credential payload.
This field is unused by the reader and is passed back in the Tc.

VALUE

Data contents of the credential payload.

Structure

Payload
ID Description

Keyset

 [1	byte	active	keysets	ID][16	byte	Km1][16	byte	Kc1][16	byte	

Km2][16	byte	Kc2][4	byte	Keyset	Metadata]  

Active
Keyset
IDs: 
 0x01 : Keyset slot 1 active. 
 0x03 : Keyset slots 1 and 2 active.

Access
Control ID

 [1	byte	number	of	bits][0	-	16	bytes	bitstream	right	

justified] 

Configuration
File

N/A, device dependent

Passthrough
Data

 [0	-	330	bytes	direct	passthrough	data] 

Transaction
Certificate

The Transaction certificate is created and sent back to the mobile device as soon as it is
done communicating with the reader. This packet can be passed back to the sever to store a
record of the exchange. The entire contents of the Transaction Certificate is encrypted using
Kcd including all fields.

TAG LENGTH ID rUID dUID TOKEN RFU

1 byte 2 bytes (big endian) 2 bytes 8 bytes 8 bytes 32 bytes 48 bytes

TAG

Transaction Certificate tag of  0xCE .
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LENGTH

Certificate length in big endian.
Should always be  0x0062 .

ID

Contents identification from CP.

rUID

Reader UID.

dUID

Device UID.

TOKEN

Server defined token from CP.

RFU

48 bytes reserved for future use.

Appendix
C:
Reader
Keysets

While the keys Km and Kc are the only ones required for a Reader to authenticate a device,
access readers make use of (2) sets or "slots" of each keyset. An Authority may make use of
loading either one or two keysets into a reader in order to implement a desired key "rolling" or
management scheme. During authentication with a device, the reader will first attempt to
authenticate with the keyset in slot 1. If this fails, the Reader will then attempt to authenticate
with the keyset in slot 2 if it is active.

Keysets can be loaded and/or invalidated through the transmission of a keyset CP created by
the Authority. The Reader itself maintains no internal logic regarding the changing and
invalidation of keysets, so it must be up to the Authority to implement the management
scheme desired by the system.

Included within the keyset CP is a block of metadata. When loading a keyset into the Reader,
the Authority may populate the metadata with any keyset or idnetification information. Once
loaded, this information can be queried during subsequent transactions by a Device before
the transmission of a CP. The format and contents of the metadata field are entirely up to the
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Authority, and are not used internally by the reader. Any information loaded into the metadata
field should be considered unauthenticated, as this info can be accessed before full mutual
authentication occurs in a transaction.

Reader
Keyset
Structure

Slot
1 Km Kc Always
Active

Slot
2 Km Kc Optionally
Active

Metadata Meta1 Meta2 User
defined
keyset
information

Reader
Authentication
Procedure

1. Device requests authentication.
2. Reader attempts to authenticate with keyset in Slot
1.

i. If successful, Reader proceeds with transaction using Slot
1.
3. If step 2 was unsuccessful and Slot
2 is active, proceed.
4. Reader attempts to authenticate with keyset in Slot
2.

i. If unsuccessful, Reader terminates transaction.
5. If successful, Reader proceeds with transacrtion using Slot
2.


